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Ahead of the Curve
Trends in Canada often play out
in the US a few years later.
By Vincent Romans

Vincent Romans (right) served
as panel moderator during a
recent CCIF meeting. The panel
consisted of Stephen Applebaum,
Insurance Claims Solutions;
Michael Macaluso, CARSTAR
Automotive Canada; and Tony
Canade, Assured Automotive.

C

ompared with the US, Canada’s collision repair industry
evolution over the last 34
years has many similarities
with respect to industr ychanging events that altered the collision
repair markets. These changes frequently
appeared in the Canadian market typically
three to five years earlier than they did in
the US, although in most cases the US
market eventually did experience them.
Some of the more notable differences
and similarities over this 30-year span of
auto physical damage evolution between
Canada and the U.S. include:
• Some of Canada’s most prominent
MSOs are the franchise and banner
organizations which started their dominant growth and development earlier
as compared with the US franchisors.
Today, they compete head on with the
top independent and dealer MSOs.
• The top ten property and casualty insurers in Canada are more consolidated
with 76.2 percent of the auto insurance
market share versus the U.S. auto in-

•

•

surance carriers with 70.6 percent.
Private equity investment in the US collision repair industry is very active and
aggressive today with little to no private
equity investment in the Canadian collision repair marketplace heretofore.
Canadian private equity and pension
fund investors ONCAP and Omers
have invested and placed their bets
consecutively on the largest indepen-

•
•

dent MSO in the US, Caliber.
LKQ remains the dominant alternative parts supplier in both the U.S.
and Canada.
The parts industry in the US continues to reflect a more fragmented
segment than Canada’s with many
more disparate providers all competing for a broader customer base
and greater market share in parts
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sourcing, procurement, and management landscape.
Boyd/Gerber remains the only publicly-traded collision repair and auto glass
business in either country
There are many similar and simultaneous
current and future market trends and dynamics that are in play which are expected
to influence and impact both countries
concurrently over the near term. They
include but are not limited to telematics,
crash avoidance technology, semi-autonomous driving vehicles, demographic
attitudes toward vehicle ownership and
driving, big data and predictive analytics,
CAFE standards, changing vehicle materials, and technician resource availability.
As close geographic neighbors and part
of the broader continent of North America,
the lines of clear demarcation are getting
thinner and fading quickly when it comes
to the broader auto physical damage transborder economy.
There are approximately 30 different
auto physical damage organizations that
are either headquartered in or conduct
business in both countries. These companies are just one example of how Canada
and the US are tethered together as transborder trading countries.
The C anadi an f ranchis e, b anner,
multiple-location network segments
in Canada represent a significant 48.8
percent share of the private insurer repairable vehicle market, quite different
than the U.S. where the franchise segment represents only 4.8 percent of the
market. When the ≥$10M dealer and independent MLOs are combined with the
banners and franchise networks, they
represent 66.7 percent of Canada’s private
insurer repairable vehicle revenue.
Within the top ten ≥ $20M MLO independent and dealer segments, including
the franchise and banner network segment, there are four independents, three
franchise, two banners, and one dealer
organization represented. Together they
repair $1.6 billion in revenue through
1,048 production locations.
Within the ≥$10 million independent and dealer MLO segment, the top
10 repairers include seven independent
operators and three dealers. These top
10 operators account for $387 million,
or 13.8 percent of total Canadian repair
revenue, through only 3.2 percent of repair locations.
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Canada: Top 10 MLO/Franchise & Banner Networks
(Dollars in Millions)
Rank

2013

Type

2012

1
2

Collision Solutions Network

Banner

Collision Solutions Network

Fix Auto

Franchise

3

CarrXpert

CarrXpert

Banner

CARSTAR

4

CARSTAR

Franchise

Fix Auto

5

Assured Automotive

Independent

Boyd Autobody & Glass
Assured Automotive

6

Boyd Autobody & Glass

Independent

7

Craftsman

Independent

Craftsman

8

Auto Canada

Dealer

ACG Atlantic

9

ACG Atlantic

Independent

Maaco

10

Maaco

Franchise

Hammer Group

Canada: Top 10 > $10M MLO
(Dollars in Millions)
2013

2012

Company

Rank

Rank

Type

Assured Automotive

1

1

Independent

Boyd

2

2

Independent

Craftsman

3

3

Independent

Auto Canada

4

4

Dealer

ACG Atlantic Auto Body

5

5

Independent

Hammer Group

6

6

Independent

Gabriel

7

7

Dealer

Herbert’s

8

8

Independent

Birchwood

9

9

Dealer

Kirmac

10

10

Independent

The top five franchise and banner networks represent $1.35 million in annual
revenue; the largest single repair segment within Canada at 48.2 percent of the
private passenger auto market and 72.2
percent market share of the ≥$10 million
franchise and banner segments.
• Banners - Collision Solutions Network and CarrXpert
• Franchisors - CARSTAR, Fix Auto
and Maaco
The US collision repair market size
remains approximately ten times the
Canadian market size when combining
both Canada’s private and government
auto insurers.
Although the US has seen an increase
in its consolidation within the MLO segments, Canada remains significantly more
consolidated at 67 percent of the total collision repair market versus 24 percent for

the US. The combined revenue of $9.2 billion is 27 percent of the combined private
auto insurer and consumer paid market
size for Canada and the US.
Within the U.S. market, independent
and dealer MLOs are the foremost business model. In Canada, the franchise and
banner networks continue to dominate
the market. The Franchise/Banner/MLNs
in the U.S. and Canada represent approximately the same revenue at $1,032 billion
and $1.365 billion respectively. In Canada,
this segment is a significant 73 percent
share of Canada’s total MLO/Franchise/
Banner/MLN revenue; whereas the MLN
share of the U.S. MLO/Franchise/Banner/
MLN segment is considerably smaller at
14 percent.
The $9,234M combined MLO/Franchise/
Banner/MLN repair revenue in the U.S. and
Canada represents 27 percent of the com-
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Canadian Market

2013 Revenue (millions)

2013 Locations

Total ≥ $20M

353

155

Total $10-$20M

150

82

Total >$10M MLO

503

237

Total Banners/Networks

1,365

926

Total >$10M MLO/
Banners/Network

1,868

1,163

TOTAL CANADA

2,800

5,500*

*Subscriber lists for Collision Repair magazine peg this number at 5,823
facilities currently offering collision services in Canada.

bined qualified U.S. and Canadian collision
repair market of $34,200 million.
Looking forward, we expect a confluence of prevailing conditions to influence
ongoing innovation, disruption, transformation and disintermediation across all
auto physical damage segments within
North America.
By themselves, any of these individual
business, market or strategic conditions
would create certain risks and opportunities, but as part of an ongoing confluence
of conditions, we believe the impact, at any
given time, will be exponential and not
just linear in their cause and eﬀect.
Here are just a few of the conditions
that we see as having a higher probability
to influence the North American auto
physical damage ecosystem in the next
12 to 36 months.
• Telematics and its growing influence
on an integrated electronic claims
process.
• Repair segmentation including aluminum repair.
• Big data and predictive analytics; recommended/suggested pricing.
• Vehicle technology and material
advances.
• Private equity investment in various
APD segments.
• Crash avoidance; semi-autonomous
vehbots.
• Sourcing and retaining technicians.
• Technical Tsunami’s impact on technician’s training requirements.
• Demographic diversity, mobility and
millennials.

•

Parts procurement process. Final
frontier or just beginning?
• Digital convergence and smart phone
claims reporting.
• OEMs increasing influence and involvement in claims process.
• OEMs certification process.
• Hybrid claims solution models.
• Google, Wal-Mart, Overstock.com and
insurance channel redistribution.
• Globalization and specifically Canada
and U.S. trans-border activity
• M S O s’ g r o w i n g i n f l u e n c e a n d
dominance: insurers strategically
aligned, strategic preferred provider
DRP contracts, executing and delivering metrics, brand value and
diﬀerentiation.
• Flat to downward trend in accident
frequency.
• Consolidation = industry structural
change
Because of this confluence of prevailing
conditions aﬀecting both countries, we see
the North American auto physical damage
market as more homogenous and porous
then separate, independent or insulated
from each other.
Note: The information presented here
is excerpted from A 2013 Profile of the
Evolving North American Collision Repair Marketplace, prepared by Vincent
J. Romans and Mary Jane Kurowski of
The Romans Group. More information is
available in the full report. For more information on obtaining a copy, please visit
romans-group.com.

TRANS-BORDER
Following are some recent
examples of transactions
demonstrating how companies in
the Us and canada are expanding
through trans-border acquisition
and inﬂuencing both countries.
paRTs
• LKQ acquires Max Auto
• LKQ acquires Sunshine
• LKQ acquires Cross Canada
• LKQ acquires Pro Body Parts Canada
pBe DisTRiBUTion
• UniSelect acquires FinishMaster,
J.K. Distributors, Metro Paint
• Lakeland Auto Paint and Supply,
Metro Paint Supply, J. K. Distributors
collision RepaiR, FleeT
• OnCap acquires Caliber
• OMERS acquires Caliber
• Boyd makes numerous U.S.
MSO and glass acquisitions
• Fix Auto Canada acquires all
Fix master franchises
• Element Financial acquires PHH Arval
insURance
• TD Insurance acquires
Liberty Mutual Canada
• Travelers Insurance U.S. acquires
Dominion Insurance Canada
• Desjardins acquires State Farm Canada
• Hub International acquires St.
Andrews Insurance Brokers and
Essex Insurance Brokerage
• ING acquires Alliance
• ING becomes Intact with acquisition
of Dutch held ING by private
and institutional investors
TecHnoloGY, DaTa, soFTWaRe
• Hellman & Friedman U.S.
invests in CarProof Canada
• Quindell acquires iter8 Inc., marks entry
into North American insurance market
• KKR acquires Mitchell International
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